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    Size
        6x4m
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                      Regular price$3,099
$3,099.00
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          6x4m - $3,099.00 AUD
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    [{"name":"Size","position":1,"values":["6x4m"]}]
  



  
  






  
  






  
  






  
  






  
  






  
    ×

    
      
        Join the journey by planting a tree at checkout to offset carbon and support UK veterans and social mobility. We are proud to work with Carma to make this happen when you buy from us.


        Together, we can do great things and create a world where trees grow strong, the air becomes cleaner, and we have hope for the future. Even the small things we do, like planting a tree, can make a big difference. If we all work together, we can stop climate change and make the world greener for the next generations.


        So let's start this amazing journey today and become heroes for the planet!
        

        

        Powered by
          Carma
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    We've partnered with Carma to plant trees and help the environment.
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 We commit to plant
        1
        tree(s) with your order!
    

    You can update the amount of trees from below options
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    Description



  
    
      An evolved sibling to the effortlessly alluring & exclusive Star Bell Tent. This majestic design comes equipped with a 4x6m larger-than-life, stoop-free interior and is extended with an al fresco-amplifying integrated curved canopy.

The Star Emperor is strong, stable and striking from all angles, boasting unique integrations that include breezy, bug-free 360° mesh walls and the well-respected arched-hem and webbing-strap duo which work together to reduce tripping hazards and redirect rain-pour away from the tent.

My resilient and adaptable 285gsm (9oz) Polycotton skin has been treated with a rot, UV & water-repelling agent and as it's breathable can safely accommodate a Wood Burning Stove instalment, see how here!

Please Note: The Star Emperor Bell Tent is protected by way of worldwide registered design.

KEY FEATURES:


Fabric & Treatment:
Polycotton 285gsm(9oz) - See fabric guide for more information.

All fabrics have been treated with water, UV, mould & rot repelling agents.

Unique Design Features:
2M (6.5ft) door height, 360° mesh netting,integrated curved canopy, arched overhang for redirecting rain-pour, webbing straps, internal pockets, centre poles with loop for attaching optional Chandelier or Inner Tent, vents with mesh netting, zippable windows, an access point for electrical hook up, unclip & lay flat groundsheet at front doors.

Structure & Support:
x2 steel spring-loaded centre pole with steel crossbar, x1 steel a-frame, full set of mixed smooth & rebar steel pegs, webbing straps.

Included Extras:
Spares Bag, Rubber Mallet, Carry Bag, Pegs.

Pitch Time:
20-30 minutes- Demonstration video here.
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    Integrated Curved Canopy
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  An external 1m sheltered area to store belongings, lounge, stargaze & alfresco dine in true boutique style!




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Centre Pole Loop
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  Integrated in to all Boutique Camping centre poles for hanging a chandelier, attaching an inner tent or threading fairy lights through.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Mesh Windows
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  Located around the roll up walls, unzip the middle fabric for a bug-free breeze or all three layers for maximum ventilation.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    360° Mesh Walls with Roll Up Walls
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  To welcome a bug-free breeze, unzip, roll and toggle the 360° mozy-netting. For a fully open plan apply the same technique to the tent wall.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Arched Hem Skirt
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  Replacing traditional ropes, this slick & stylish arched skirt strengthens your pitch, redirects rain-pour & minimises trip hazards.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Vents
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  Located at the tent’s cone, maintain a consistent flow of ventilation via the external fabric pockets which overlay a secondary stitched mesh layer to keep bugs at bay..




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Zipped In Groundsheet
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  Easy to remove groundsheet, allowing you to detached for faster drying, replace, or pitch without, giving you a bottomless stand alone shelter. Features peg holes for lay-flat option at front doors.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Internal Pocket
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  Located at the top of the tent's wall, a handy little mesh pocket for storing small belongings.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Integrated Loop & Toggle System
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  Stitched into the walls at each seam to attach an Inner Tent or thread fairy lights through.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Webbing Straps with Hardwearing Carabiner Clips
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  Goodbye guy ropes! These adjustable and hardwearing webbing straps are clipped on to the arch hem via a metal carabiner.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Reflective Ropes
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  Secure down the canopy with the 3 front guys ropes, designed with a reflective weave and an adjustable metal toggle.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Rubber Pole Caps
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  Rubber caps at both ends of centre pole to prevent tears and widen surface area.




    

    



			

			

			













        


        
      
      
      
      
      
      [image: Bell Tent Plus]
      
      
      
      
      
    Reflective Ropes
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  Secure down the tent's doorway with pre-tied guys ropes, designed with a reflective weave and an adjustable metal toggle.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Integrated Doorway Overhang
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  An external doorway overhang to redirect rain-pour.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Centre Pole Loop
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  Integrated in to all Boutique Camping centre poles for hanging a chandelier, attaching an inner tent or threading fairy lights through.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Mesh Windows
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  Located around the roll up walls, unzip the inner fabric for a bug-free breeze or both layers for maximum ventilation.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Arched Hem Skirt
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  Replacing traditional ropes, this slick & stylish arched skirt strengthens your pitch, redirects rain-pour & minimises trip hazards.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Vents
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  Located at the tent’s cone, maintain a consistent flow of ventilation via the external fabric pockets which overlay a secondary stitched mesh layer to keep bugs at bay..




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Zipped In Groundsheet
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  Easy to remove groundsheet, allowing you to detached for faster drying, replace, or pitch without, giving you a bottomless stand alone shelter. Features peg holes for lay-flat option at front doors.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Internal Pocket
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  Located at the top of the tent's wall, a handy little mesh pocket for storing small belongings.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Integrated Loop & Toggle System
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  Stitched into the walls at each seam to attach an Inner Tent or thread fairy lights through.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Webbing Straps with Hardwearing Carabiner Clips
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  Goodbye guy ropes! These adjustable and hardwearing webbing straps are clipped on to the arch hem via a metal carabiner.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Rubber Pole Caps
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  Rubber caps at both ends of centre pole to prevent tears and widen surface area.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Roll Up Walls
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  For an open plan roll up the walls and secure via the toggle & loop system.




    

    



			

			

			













        


        
      
      
      
      
      
      [image: Classic Bell Tent Coffee]
      
      
      
      
      
    Reflective Ropes
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  Secure down the tent with pre-tied guys ropes, designed with a reflective weave and an adjustable metal toggle.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Centre Pole Loop
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  Integrated in to all Boutique Camping centre poles for hanging a chandelier, attaching an inner tent or threading fairy lights through.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Mesh Windows
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  Located around the roll up walls, unzip the inner fabric for a bug-free breeze or both layers for maximum ventilation.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Vents
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  Located at the tent’s cone, maintain a consistent flow of ventilation via the external fabric pockets which overlay a secondary stitched mesh layer to keep bugs at bay..




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Zipped in Groundsheet
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  Easy to remove groundsheet, allowing you to detached for faster drying, replace, or pitch without, giving you a bottomless stand alone shelter. Features peg holes for lay-flat option at front doors.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Internal Pocket
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  Located at the top of the tent's wall, a handy little mesh pocket for storing small belongings.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Integrated Loop & Toggle System
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  Stitched into the walls at each seam to attach an Inner Tent or thread fairy lights through.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Rubber Pole Caps
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  Rubber caps at both ends of centre pole to prevent tears and widen surface area.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Roll Up Walls
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  For an open plan roll up the walls and secure via the toggle & loop system.




    

    



			

			

			













        


        
      
      
      
      
      
      [image: Luna Bell Tent]
      
      
      
      
      
    Reflective Ropes
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  Secure down the tent with pre-tied guys ropes, designed with a reflective weave and an adjustable metal toggle.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Integrated Curved Doorway Lip
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  An external curved doorway overhang to redirect rain-pour.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Centre Pole Loop
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  Integrated in to all Boutique Camping centre poles for hanging a chandelier, attaching an inner tent or threading fairy lights through.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Mesh Windows with External Flap
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  Large round mesh windows with external zippable flaps. New models have ropes to peg down at an angle to redirect rainpour, and allow ventilation with privacy.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Vents
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  Located at the tent’s cone, maintain a consistent flow of ventilation via the external fabric pockets which overlay a secondary stitched mesh layer to keep bugs at bay..




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Zipped in Groundsheet
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  Easy to remove groundsheet, allowing you to detached for faster drying, replace, or pitch without, giving you a bottomless stand alone shelter. Features peg holes for lay-flat option at front doors.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Internal Pocket
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  Located at the top of the tent's wall, a handy little mesh pocket for storing small belongings.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Rubber Pole Caps
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  Rubber caps at both ends of centre pole to prevent tears and widen surface area.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Wall Poles
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  Rib poles for high walls, increasing strength & headspace.





    

    



			

			

			













        


        
      
      
      
      
      
      [image: Luna Emperor Tent]
      
      
      
      
      
    Reflective Ropes
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  Secure down the tent with pre-tied guys ropes, designed with a reflective weave and an adjustable metal toggle.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Integrated Curved Doorway Lip
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  An external curved doorway overhang to redirect rain-pour.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Centre Pole Loop
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  Two centre poles with loops for hanging a chandelier, attaching an inner tent or threading fairy lights through.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Mesh Windows with External Flap
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  Large round mesh windows with external zippable flaps. New models have ropes to peg down at an angle to redirect rainpour, and allow ventilation with privacy.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Vents
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  Located at the tent’s cone, maintain a consistent flow of ventilation via the external fabric pockets which overlay a secondary stitched mesh layer to keep bugs at bay..




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Zipped In Groundsheet
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  Easy to remove groundsheet, allowing you to detached for faster drying, replace, or pitch without, giving you a bottomless stand alone shelter. Features peg holes for lay-flat option at front doors.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Internal Pocket
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  Located at the top of the tent's wall, a handy little mesh pocket for storing small belongings.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Rubber Pole Caps
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  Rubber caps at both ends of centre pole to prevent tears and widen surface area.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Wall Poles
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  Rib poles for high walls, increasing strength & headspace.





    

    



			

			

			













        


        
      
      
      
      
      
      [image: Multi Door Classic Bell Tent]
      
      
      
      
      
    Reflective Ropes
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  Secure down the tent with pre-tied guys ropes, designed with a reflective weave and an adjustable metal toggle.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Centre Pole Loop
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  Integrated in to all Boutique Camping centre poles for hanging a chandelier, attaching an inner tent or threading fairy lights through.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Mesh Windows
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  Located around the roll up walls, unzip the inner fabric for a bug-free breeze or both layers for maximum ventilation.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Vents
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  Located at the tent’s cone, maintain a consistent flow of ventilation via the external fabric pockets which overlay a secondary stitched mesh layer to keep bugs at bay..




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Zipped In Groundsheet
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  Easy to remove groundsheet, allowing you to detached for faster drying, replace, or pitch without, giving you a bottomless stand alone shelter. Features peg holes for lay-flat option at front doors.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Internal Pocket
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  Located at the top of the tent's wall, a handy little mesh pocket for storing small belongings.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Rubber Pole Caps
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  Rubber caps at both ends of centre pole to prevent tears and widen surface area.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Roll Up Walls
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  For an open plan roll up the walls and secure via the toggle & loop system.




    

    



			

			

			













        


        
      
      
      
      
      
      [image: Nova Air Dome]
      
      
      
      
      
    Reflective Ropes
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  Secure down the canopy with the 2 front guys ropes, designed with a reflective weave and an adjustable metal toggle.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Integrated Curved Doorway Lip
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  An external curved doorway overhang to redirect rain-pour.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Central Ceiling Loop
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  New models of the Nova feature an integrated central loop so that even without a pole you can still hand a chandelier or inner tent!.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Mesh Windows with External Flap
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  Large round mesh windows with external zippable flaps. Featuring ropes to peg down at an angle to redirect rain-pour, and allow ventilation with privacy




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Vents
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  Located at the tent’s cone, maintain a consistent flow of ventilation via the external fabric pockets which overlay a secondary stitched mesh layer to keep bugs at bay..




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Zipped In Groundsheet
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  Easy to remove groundsheet, allowing you to detached for faster drying, replace, or pitch without, giving you a bottomless stand alone shelter. Features peg holes for lay-flat option at front doors.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Integrated Loop & Toggle System
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  Stitched into the walls at each seam to attach an Inner Tent or thread fairy lights through.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Webbing Straps with Hardwearing Carabiner Clips
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  Goodbye guy ropes! These adjustable and hardwearing webbing straps are clipped on to the tent via a metal carabiner.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Valves
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  Multiple outer valves on tubes for inflating with automatic locking valve and quick release.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    TPU Air Tubes
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    Window Flaps
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  External flaps can be zip/velcro shut, rolled/toggled up, or pegged at 45° genre angle.




    

    



			

			

			













        


        
      
      
      
      
      
      [image: Star Emperor Tent]
      
      
      
      
      
    Reflective Ropes
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  Secure down the canopy with the 3 front guys ropes, designed with a reflective weave and an adjustable metal toggle.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Integrated Curved Canopy
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  An external 1m sheltered area to store belongings, lounge, stargaze & alfresco dine in true boutique style!




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Centre Pole Loop
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  Two centre poles with loops for hanging a chandelier, attaching an inner tent or threading fairy lights through.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Mesh Windows
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  Located around the roll up walls, unzip the middle fabric for a bug-free breeze or all three layers for maximum ventilation.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    360° Mesh Walls with Roll Up Walls
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  To welcome a bug-free breeze, unzip, roll and toggle the 360° mozy-netting. For a fully open plan apply the same technique to the tent wall.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Arched Hem Skirt
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  Replacing traditional ropes, this slick & stylish arched skirt strengthens your pitch, redirects rain-pour & minimises trip hazards.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Vents
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  Located at the tent’s cone, maintain a consistent flow of ventilation via the external fabric pockets which overlay a secondary stitched mesh layer to keep bugs at bay..




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Zipped In Groundsheet
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  Easy to remove groundsheet, allowing you to detached for faster drying, replace, or pitch without, giving you a bottomless stand alone shelter. Features peg holes for lay-flat option at front doors.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Internal Pocket
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  Located at the top of the tent's wall, a handy little mesh pocket for storing small belongings.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Integrated Loop & Toggle System
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  Stitched into the walls at each seam to attach an Inner Tent or thread fairy lights through.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Webbing Straps with Hardwearing Carabiner Clips
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  Goodbye guy ropes! These adjustable and hardwearing webbing straps are clipped on to the arch hem via a metal carabiner.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Rubber Pole Caps
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  Rubber caps at both ends of centre pole to prevent tears and widen surface area.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Wide Door
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  Extra wide doorway with secondary mozy-netting mesh doors & toggle & loop system.




    

    



			

			

			













        


        
      
      
      
      
      
      [image: Tucana Double Door Tent]
      
      
      
      
      
    Reflective Ropes
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  Secure down the porch with the 2 front guys ropes, designed with a reflective weave and an adjustable metal toggle.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Integrated Porch Canopy
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  An external 1m sheltered area to store belongings, lounge, stargaze & alfresco dine in true boutique style!




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Centre Pole Loop
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  Integrated in to all Boutique Camping centre poles for hanging a chandelier, attaching an inner tent or threading fairy lights through.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Mesh Windows
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  Located around the roll up walls, unzip the outer mesh for bug-free breeze or both layers for maximum ventilation.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Arched Hem Skirt
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  Replacing traditional ropes, this slick & stylish arched skirt strengthens your pitch, redirects rain-pour & minimises trip hazards.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Vents
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  Located at the tent’s cone, maintain a consistent flow of ventilation via the external fabric pockets which overlay a secondary stitched mesh layer to keep bugs at bay..




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Zipped In Groundsheet
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  Easy to remove groundsheet, allowing you to detached for faster drying, replace, or pitch without, giving you a bottomless stand alone shelter. Features peg holes for lay-flat option at front doors.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Integrated Loop & Toggle System
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  Stitched into the walls at each seam to attach an Inner Tent or thread fairy lights through.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Webbing Straps with Hardwearing Carabiner Clips
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  Goodbye guy ropes! These adjustable and hardwearing webbing straps are clipped on to the arch hem via a metal carabiner.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Rubber Pole Caps
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  Rubber caps at both ends of centre pole to prevent tears and widen surface area.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Roll Up Walls
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  For an open plan roll up the walls and secure via the toggle & loop system.
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    Reflective Ropes
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  Secure down the canopy with the 3 front guys ropes, designed with a reflective weave and an adjustable metal toggle.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Centre Pole Loop
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  Integrated in to all Boutique Camping centre poles for hanging a chandelier, attaching an inner tent or threading fairy lights through.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Mesh Windows
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  Located around the roll up walls, unzip the inner fabric for a bug-free breeze or both layers for maximum ventilation.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Vents
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  Located at the tent’s cone, maintain a consistent flow of ventilation via the external fabric pockets which overlay a secondary stitched mesh layer to keep bugs at bay..




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Zipped in Groundsheet
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  Easy to remove groundsheet, allowing you to detached for faster drying, replace, or pitch without, giving you a bottomless stand alone shelter. Features peg holes for lay-flat option at front doors.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Internal Pocket
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  Located at the top of the tent's wall, a handy little mesh pocket for storing small belongings.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Integrated Loop & Toggle System
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  Stitched into the walls at each seam to attach an Inner Tent or thread fairy lights through.




    

    


      
      
      
      
    Rubber Pole Caps
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  Rubber caps at both ends of centre pole to prevent tears and widen surface area.




    

    



			

			

			




      
                
  
    
      TAG @BOUTIQUECAMPING TO SHOWCASE YOUR SET UP
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            Exclusive Design
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        Star Emperor Bell Tent
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from $3,099.00
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        Tent selector help
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